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Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home!10-year-old Lizzie Peterson and
her family are on an adventurous winter vacation in snowy Vermont when she meets Bear, an
adorable husky called lazy and then abandoned by his sled-dog racing team. Lizzie falls in love
with Bear, and rescues him when he gets lost during a big snowstorm. Will Lizzie be able to find
Bear a home where he is appreciated? When she meets Fern, a young musher, Lizzie goes on
the ride of her life--and thinks she may have found the answer.

About the AuthorEllen Miles loves dogs, which is why she has a great time writing Puppy Place
books. And guess what? She loves cats, too! That's why she came up with a series called Kitty
Corner. Ellen lives in Vermont and loves to be outdoors every day, walking, biking, skiing, or
swimming, depending on the season. She also loves to read, cook, explore her beautiful state,
play with dogs, and hang out with friends and family. Visit her website at EllenMiles.net.
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Paula, “She does not have to check out of library.. She loves all of them.”

Ismary, “How I Like this Book. The book was awesome and I LOVE IT!!!! Thanks Ellen
Miles!!!!!!!!!!!!Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

Durward Cromer, “Interesting. Good tesd”

Jan Goforth, “Our 11 year old granddaughter loves this series. Our little granddaughter loves to
read it was our pleasure to gift her with a few in the series The Puppy Place. She can’t get
enough”

On The Huron, “Grand son gift. When they were reading chapter books.”

Sara, “I love the Bear dog book. I love the Bear dog book”

catherine Schaefer, “AMAZING!!  . Man this book is so cute!! I love the husky. Its very good for
dog lovers. I love this series. If u r looking at this, I recommend to get this book! I LOVE IT!!!!”

AMarkly, “Great Series. Daughters ages 7-11 love this series and this book.”

RA MCMILLAN, “Good. Good :good good god Griffin how good flying for Griffin god x_ray fire
for his head and very flying gorilla ride free for youtube giant your t”

Amanda, “Brand new. Lil guy loves these!. Brand new. Great quality. He'll love these for
Christmas!”

The book by Ellen Miles has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 220 people have provided feedback.
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